The origin of art according to Karl von den Steinen

Pierre Déléage

In *Tristes Tropiques*, Claude Lévi-Strauss briefly alluded to an ethnographic technique that we are likely to find disconcerting today: he noted that the Nambikwara of Brazil ‘don’t know how to draw’, yet he quite naturally handed them sheets of paper and pencils.¹ In 1938, the year of Lévi-Strauss’ expedition, this had become a tradition, a habit going back to ethnology’s first steps in Amazonia in the late nineteenth century that was followed without a second thought. Lévi-Strauss felt no obligation to explain the reasons for applying this research method and even less what he hoped to achieve by it. In fact he only mentioned it because he was surprised by what the Nambikwara did with the paper and pencils. So what was he expecting? The answer lies in the rediscovery of a largely forgotten intellectual context, a brief period in which ethnologists, and particularly Karl von den Steinen, were at the avant-garde of theories about art: a fragment of intellectual history that disintegrated around the time of World War I.²

**Two fortuitous events**

At the origin of this history we find two fortuitous events. The first took place on 25 September 1878, when the explorer Jules Crevaux, on his way up the Oyapok River in Guyana, stopped to rest in the village of the Wayãpi chief Kinero.

I amused myself reproducing the figures and arabesques covering the village people’s bodies. I then had the idea of carving a piece of charcoal and giving it to Captain Jean-Louis [his wayãpi guide] and asking him to draw in my notebook, which he called *carêta*, while the drawings he did he called *coussiour*. Jean-Louis was hardly able to draw. However, the young Yami quickly drew pictures of a man, a dog, a tiger and all the animals and devils of the country, not with the charcoal but with a pencil. Another Indian reproduced all sorts of arabesques that he was used to painting with genipa.
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Having given some needles to my drawers, they were free to ask me for a pencil to draw on the paper. I saw that these savages who are accused of being absolutely ignorant of fine arts all drew with extraordinary facility; even the women, whom travellers usually describe as beasts of burden, also asked me for pencils so that they could earn a few needles by reproducing the drawings they usually did on their pottery.3

The second event occurred a few years later, on the evening of 5 September 1884. The German explorer Karl von den Steinen, on his first expedition in central Brazil, was taking notes on the language of the Suyá on the banks of the Xingu River. Aware that his hosts’ patience was wearing thin, he closed his notebook. A squint ‘witch doctor’ then surprised him by asking him for paper and a pencil. The explorer agreed and on one of the sheets the witch doctor started to draw some of the designs that traditionally decorated the Suyá’s gourds. Karl von den Steinen’s cousin, Wilhelm, the expedition’s artist, then passed his sketchbook to another Suyá, who likewise covered the pages with decorative designs.4

It seems that Von den Steinen had not read Crevaux, and in both cases we notice that it was the Native Americans themselves who ‘spontaneously’ wanted to try drawing with a pencil, thus transposing on the paper sheets designs from their traditional graphic repertoire: arabesques usually painted on their bodies or gourds. Richard Andree, a then famous German geographer, son of the founder of the journal Globus, immediately saw the analogy between these two anecdotes on the wayápi drawings and on those of the Suyá, published a few years apart. He wrote a brief article, Das Zeichnen bei den Naturvoelkern, to ‘show that seemingly undeveloped cultured beings could have great graphic talent’ – which confirmed

3 Jules Crevaux, ‘De Cayenne aux Andes’, Le tour du monde, 40, 1880, 76-7. Incidentally, 130 years later, the traditional kusitíva motifs of the Wayápi were included as part of UNESCO’s world immaterial cultural heritage.
the thesis of the unity of the human mind, defended at the time by the director of Berlin’s ethnographic museum, Adolf Bastian.\\(^5\)

Karl von den Steinen, himself a student and friend of Bastian, was probably aware very early on of the article by Andree, who recommended further research on the ‘drawings of primitive peoples’. In 1887, during his second stay with the Xingu, he studied the subject in depth. The resulting chapter, the tenth chapter of his very popular account of the expedition, *Unter den Naturvölkern Zentral-Brasiliens*,
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immediately became a touchstone of European reflection on art, as we will see
below.⁶

The origin of ornaments

The witch doctor of 1884 had drawn von den Steinen’s and Andree’s attention to the
Xingu Native Americans’ repertoire of ornaments. The new expedition took these
ornaments as an object of study and made an important discovery. Von den Steinen
took seven years to publish his book, but the discovery was reported by one of his
travel companions, Paul Ehrenreich, in the following words:

In the chief’s house of the Bakairi, stretching like a frieze along the wall, are
black tablets of bark painted in white earth with characteristic fish figures
and designs of all the ornaments used by the Bakairi, the proper meaning of
which we could hereby easily find out. The important fact in the history of
civilization was thus established that all these figures appearing to be
geometrical drawings are really abbreviated, partly conventionalized
representations of concrete objects, mostly of animals. Thus, a waving line
with alternating points represents the gigantic serpent, the anaconda, which
is marked by large dark spots; a rhombus, with its angle filled out in black,
denotes a lagoon fish; while a triangle signifies not that simple geometrical
figure, but the little three-cornered garment of the women.⁷

Every motif of the Xingu Native Americans’ ornamental repertoire had a
particular name, and the two explorers immediately considered that these names
referred to entities that the Native Americans wanted to reproduce when they drew
conventional motifs on tablets, gourds and masks. The Xingu Native Americans’
apparently abstract repertoire therefore had a figurative origin.

The diamond shape with black corners mentioned by Ehrenreich had
already been drawn by the Suyá witch doctor during the 1884 expedition. Karl von
den Steinen found it with all the Xingu Native Americans, who referred to it by the
name mereshu, a fish similar to the piranha. Like Ehrenreich, he deduced from this
name that the geometric shape, fully abstract in appearance, had originally been a
representation of an actual model, the mereshu fish, and that this figurative drawing
had gradually been stylized through copying or even due to the constraints of
engraving on a calabash – where angles were easier to do than curves –, to the
extent of becoming unrecognizable. The idea was supported by the explanations of

⁶ Karl von den Steinen, Unter den Naturvölkern Zentral-Brasiliens. Reiseschilderung und
Ergebnisse der Zweiten Schingú-Expedition, 1887-1888, Berlin: Diertrich Reimer, 2004;
Portuguese translation: Entre os aborígenes do Brasil central, São Paulo: Companhia Editora
Nacional, 1940, Chapter 10.
⁷ Paul Ehrenreich, ‘Mittheilungen über die Zweite Xingu-Expedition in Brasilien’, Zeitschrift
für Ethnologie, 22, 1890, 89. (I am citing a translation found in the book by Ernst Grosse);
Ernst Grosse, Die Anfänge der Kunst, Freiburg: J.C.B. Mohr, 1894; English translation: The
Beginnings of Art, New York: D. Appleton, 1897, 119-20. (‘We never even bothered to ask the
natives for the meaning of their drawings’, continued Ehrenreich’s citation). On Ernst
Grosse, see Wilfried van Damme, ‘Ernst Grosse and the Birth of the Anthropology of
the Native Americans themselves, who interpreted the black corners of the diamond as the fish’s head, tail and fins. A similar analysis could be made of all the patterns in the graphic repertoires of the Xingu Native Americans – and of the Karajá, with whom Paul Ehrenreich sojourned briefly after von den Steinen’s departure.  

Figure 4. Graphic patterns of the Upper Xingu Indians: mereshu fish, uluri apron, bat, snake

In what way might this discovery be ‘important for the history of civilization’? What the two explorers failed to mention in their respective texts, was that they made a decisive contribution to the debates then underway on the origin of ornaments.  

Two theses were current at the time: either the ornaments owed their form exclusively to the constraints of the material originally used; or they stemmed from a process of debasement and linear conventionalization of a figurative prototype.

The first thesis was attributed to the architect Gottfried Semper, who saw braided door hangings and then textiles as the first media for ornaments in human history. The formal elements of these original ornaments thus complied with the technical constraints of braiding and then weaving. The motifs had subsequently been transferred to other media – calabashes, masks, human bodies – to which they were adapted without losing their formal elements, relics of the original material constraints that had spawned them.

The second thesis was vehemently defended by the Swede Hjalmar Stolpe. Faced with the silence of the ornaments that he tirelessly reproduced in European museums, Stolpe was determined to find their original meaning. He considered

8 Paul Ehrenreich, Beiträge zur Völkerkunde Brasiliens, Berlin: W. Spemann, 1891, 24-6.
them as ‘cryptographs’ that only an elite consisting of priests and scholars was able to decipher. He thought that he would thus be able to identify anthropomorphic or zoomorphic prototypes behind the set of graphic designs decorating the clubs collected in Guyana. His work enjoyed some popularity in the 1890s, and the idea of a figurative origin of ornaments was adopted by Henry Colley-March, Charles H. Read, Henry Balfour and Alfred C. Haddon. Note however that in the debate, all these British authors, to whom we can add the American William H. Holmes, took up a more nuanced position than that of Stolpe. They argued that, while certain ornaments may have had a figurative origin, others were clearly due to technical and material constraints (Colley-March called such motifs ‘skeuomorphs’). It followed that the origin of ornaments had to be determined case by case.

Figure 5. Graphic pattern of anthropomorphic origin, according to Hjalmar Stolpe


Stolpe’s method was based almost entirely on his intuition, and his identifications of anthropomorphic, zoomorphic or phyllomorphic (that is, having the form of a leaf) prototypes now seem completely fanciful. By a different route, Karl von den Steinen – who, as a good disciple of Bastian, considered legitimate only those theories that were based on detailed empirical data – adopted a position close to that of Stolpe. It is nevertheless clear that he had little regard for the Swede’s ideas on Guyanese ornaments. The following comment can be interpreted as an implicit criticism:

It would be impossible to interpret these ornamental motifs with our reasoning alone; we have to listen to the natives’ own explanations or give up trying to understand them.14

In his book The Beginnings of Art, Ernst Grosse emphasized the importance of finding out the names attributed to the motifs in the Amazonian graphic repertoires. He developed a corresponding argumentative strategy.

It is, indeed, not always easy to discover the original form of a primitive ornament. When we contemplate the zigzag or lozenge pattern on an Australian shield, our theory that it is derived from animal forms undoubtedly seems to be hazardous; and it appears to be doubly hazardous when we acknowledge that in most cases we cannot directly substantiate it. It would certainly be a wonder if we could. Australian ornamentation has never been studied systematically. Even in the comprehensive work of Brough Smyth it is dismissed with a few very general and very superficial remarks. No one has ever, in fact, taken the trouble to question the aborigines concerning the meaning of their various designs. What is there, then, under such circumstances to justify our explanation? First, the fact that most of the ornaments of lower peoples that have been studied as the Australian ornaments ought to have been studied, have been found to be imitations of animal or human forms. Nowhere is there ornamentation of so distinct a ‘geometrical’ character as among the Brazilian tribes. Its rectilinear patterns suggest anything else than natural forms to a European who looks at them in a museum. But Ehrenreich, who studied them on the spot, has irrefragably demonstrated that they are nevertheless nothing but animals or parts of animals.15

Ernst Grosse was entirely familiar with the work of William Holmes and of Hjalmar Stolpe. Yet their archaeological interpretations, based above all on the imagination and an aesthetic sense, were hardly convincing compared to the ethnographic data of Paul Ehrenreich and then Karl von den Steinen. The core of the debate on the origin of ornaments then shifted to the field of ethnologists in Amazonia and North America.

In 1900, on the occasion of a new expedition among the Xingu, Max Schmidt, a disciple of von den Steinen, reviewed the analysis of the mereshu fish motif. He

14 Von den Steinen, Unter den Naturvölkern; Portuguese translation: Entre os aborígenes, 341.
15 Grosse, Die Anfänge; English translation: The Beginnings, 118-19.
saw the ubiquitous diamond shape as a motif whose form was taken from one of the basketwork techniques, and was thus of ‘plectogenic’ origin16 (that is, derived from weaving techniques17). Schmidt thereby, apparently unwittingly, adopted the same materialist position as Semper. Hence, the name given to the motif could only be a secondary elaboration, a perceived analogy between the form of an ornament and that of a fish: a mnemonic intended to differentiate this motif from the other motifs of the repertoire and to perpetuate its transmission. The reasoning was endorsed by Karl von den Steinen18 and by Fritz Krause who, following Ehrenreich, returned to the Karaja in 1908.19

In parallel with the work of Max Schmidt in Amazonia, the whole first generation of Franz Boas’ students was asked to copy the graphic motifs of the Native Americans amongst whom they sojourned, and to note their names. Boas had been influenced by the work of Stolpe, Ehrenreich and von den Steinen, and particularly by the latter who was a close friend of his.20 The study of ornaments was thus given pride of place in the research programme that he set for the various expeditions among the North American Indians, funded by Morris K. Jesup, from 1899.21

Roland B. Dixon, Livingston Farrand, Alfred L. Kroeber, Carl Lumholtz, Clark Wissler, Samuel A. Barrett (Kroeber’s first student) and Robert H. Lowie, all contributed to the debate on the origin of ornaments. They collectively reached the conclusion – probably suggested by Boas – that the names of decorative motifs were secondary:22 the form of most of the motifs stemmed from material, technical and


psychological constraints, which explained the similarity of their forms in widely diverse and distant cultures. It likewise explained the considerable variability of their names, which stemmed from ‘secondary symbolism’, that is, an analogy perceived a posteriori between the motif and an entity; certainly not from a figurative intention and even less from the debasement of an ancient biomorphic prototype.

The field ethnologists in Amazonia and North America therefore invalidated the hypothesis of a figurative origin of ornaments. The theoretical debate on the origins issue gradually died down with the outbreak of WWI, positions became set and there were no more truly interesting developments. When Franz Boas eventually published the synthesis of his ideas in 1927, in *Primitive Art*, they had long since lost their innovative and controversial force. His critique of the figurative symbolism that Stolpe and his successors attributed to ornament traditions had two major consequences.

The first was that the study of so-called primitive peoples’ ornamental repertoires was henceforth to focus on the most formal aspects, analyzing above all the relations of duplication, distortion and symmetry of graphic patterns. In so
doing, Boas’ school permanently gave up the semiotic study of the different forms of picture-writing, in spite of them being so widespread in Native American societies. This loss of interest was patent in James Mooney’s review of The Arapaho, by Alfred Kroeber. While Kroeber affirmed that the names of graphic motifs adhered to no regular pattern, and that the interpretations of these motifs were purely personal and arbitrary, Mooney – who belonged to an American anthropological tradition that had worked extensively on Amerindians picture-writing – vehemently criticized what he considered to be an over-generalization. He saw Kroeber’s argument as an affirmation of the random nature of all Native American graphic repertoires, including those most evidently endowed with standardized significations. But since Mooney represented the past and Kroeber embodied the future of American anthropology, his offended reaction remained a dead letter. The study of picture-writing was consequently left to the historians of writing and of art, and to amateurs, all of whom considered picture-writing in one way or another as failed writing, and thus as inscription techniques that had been unable to become alphabets, the summit of a unilinear evolutionary process.

The second consequence of the theoretical orientations of Boas’ school was the more general loss of interest in the procedures of the indigenous naming of the motifs found in decorative graphic repertoires. One of the few people to embark on this work was Samuel Barrett, who carried out a fine study of the names attributed to the motifs on baskets woven by the Pomo in California. In particular, he showed the complexity of these basketwork motifs, which could be analyzed as simpler motifs forming minimal units of the Pomo graphical repertoire. Each unit, down to the smallest, was named precisely, so that the final complex motifs, those that could be seen on the baskets, could be denoted by means of a complex name composed of the simple names of each small unit, for instance: ‘potato eyebrow / on both sides / arrowhead’. Barrett thus compiled a grammar of the names denoting Pomo graphic motifs. This interest in the names of ornamental repertoires was however to remain marginal and Franz Boas’ school, along with Max Schmidt and the German ethnologists, failed to see the strange recurrence of the same names associated with the same motifs, from one Native American society to the next. Admittedly, this aspect was infinitely more apparent in Amazonia than in North America, and it did

take a long time before the ethnographic data on ornamental traditions outside of the Xingu peoples were studied and published.\textsuperscript{29}

**The origin of figuration**

Rather than spending more time on this history of ethnological theories on the origin of ornaments, I would like to consider Karl von den Steinen’s thesis on the origin of figuration. The tenth chapter of his book *Unter den Naturvölkern Zentral-Brasiliens* was more than a theory of the figurative origin of ornaments. It was based, more generally, on the idea of an antecedence of communicative figuration as compared to artistic figuration.

Among primitive peoples, drawing, like gestures, serves to communicate an idea and not to reproduce the beauty of a form. I think that in so far as the explanatory drawing has something immediate about it, it is anterior to ornamental and artistic drawing […]. Communicative drawing was therefore first.\textsuperscript{30}

The German explorer based this idea on the very rare figurative drawings that the Xingu Native Americans used to draw, generally in the sand. The first example that he reproduced was a map intended to communicate to the expedition the order and distinctive features of the local river system. It was drawn by a Baikiri in Wilhelm von den Steinen’s sketchbook.

![Figure 6. Rivers (from top to bottom): Kuluéne, Kanakayutio, Auina, Auiya, Paranayuba, Paraeyuto](image)

During his second expedition in the Xingu region, Karl von den Steinen wanted more than these few rare drawings. On the advice of Richard Andree, he drew on everything that he had learned from his brief interaction with the Suyá


\textsuperscript{30} Von den Steinen, *Unter den Naturvölkern*; Portuguese translation: *Entre os aborígenes*, 300.
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witch doctor in 1884: he not only reproduced all the ornamental motifs that he saw, but also asked the Bakairi, Nahuqa, Apiaká and Bororo to use his pencils to draw all sorts of things in his sketchbooks, particularly animals and human figures. The fortuitous events of 1878 and 1884 became a method: the drawings obtained would perhaps provide crucial data as the basis for a psychological theory of the origin of art.

The full significance of the corpus of drawings that he had collected became apparent to Karl von den Steinen only when he compared them to those drawn by Italian children and published and analyzed in 1887 by Corrado Ricci, a pioneer in the study of children’s drawings. Ricci had also devised a theory of the antecedence of ‘communicative drawing’, to which von den Steinen referred.

The child describes the man and things instead of rendering them artistically. They try to reproduce him in his literal completeness, and not according to the visual impression. They make, in short, just such a description in drawing as they would make in words.\(^31\)

Karl von den Steinen was impressed by the many resemblances that appeared between the drawings that he had suggested the Xingu Native Americans do, and those that three to eight-year-old children had done for Corrado Ricci. This analogy was the starting point for his theory of the origin of figurative representation. It is important here not to simplify von den Steinen’s argument. The explorer had no intention of comparing the Native Americans to four-year-old children, or of attributing to them the same level of psychological development. His chapter continues, moreover, with a long analysis of Xingu masks, and he regularly pointed out the excellent quality of Bororo feather work. In no way did he reduce Amazonian art to a few drawings that these people had agreed to do in his own or his cousin’s notebooks. What interested von den Steinen, apart from formal resemblances between children’s drawings and those of the Native Americans, was that in both cases they were amateur drawings, in the sense of having been drawn before any learning or cultural transmission. The Native Americans, like European children, were discovering paper and pencils; it was the first time that they attempted to represent something figuratively.

Karl von den Steinen knew very well that when the Native Americans ‘spontaneously’ drew in the ethnologists’ notebooks, they were merely transposing the form of traditional motifs on a new material, using a new tool, as the Wayâpi had done in 1878 and the Suyá in 1884. If they were to draw the outlines of animals and humans, similar to the drawings of European children, an additional dose of artificiality would be required, by asking them explicitly to perform a new activity for which they had no expertise, like children.

Hence, the following comment by Franz Boas:
When primitive man is given a pencil and paper and asked to draw an object in nature, he has to use tools unfamiliar to him, and a technique that he has never tried. He must break away from his ordinary methods of work and solve a new problem. The result cannot be a work of art – except perhaps under very unusual circumstances. Just like the child, the would-be artist is confronted with a task for which he lacks technical preparation, and many of the difficulties that beset the child beset him also. Hence the apparent similarity between children’s drawings and those of primitive man. The attempts of both are made in similar situations.

Karl von den Steinen was fully aware of this, and it was precisely the experimental nature of the situation that interested him and that enabled him to formulate a theory of the origin of figuration, based not on the Native Americans’ traditional art, but on the comparison of two amateur practices, that of the Native Americans and that of children.

Figure 9. Nahuqa, Bakairi and Apiaka drawings published by Karl von den Steinen (note the portraits of Karl von den Steinen)

He thus pointed out that, like the children, the Native Americans preferred to draw animals and humans, rather than plants and the environment in general, which was systematically omitted. He then noted that all the drawings converged onto typical, fundamentally incomplete and almost geometric forms; a few simple lines around a silhouette. From this point of view the similarity between the children’s and the Native Americans’ stickmen (whether ‘tadpoles’ or not) was striking. These typical pictures excluded all singularity and all accidents. They always appeared from the same point of view: humans were drawn from the front, and animals in profile (or with a bird’s-eye view).

Figure 10. Bororo drawings published by Karl von den Steinen (note the portraits of Karl von den Steinen)

While the differences between animal species were easy to identify from a profile, those between humans were less so. That is why the Native Americans – like the children – completed typical human outlines with attributes that were also highly stylized: attributes relating to gender (genital organs, lengths of the hair, clothes) and more general social attributes such as a moustache, beard, hat, pipe, etc., which characterized, respectively, adults for children, and the Europeans for the Native Americans (the latter having developed a real cultural disgust for body hair).
The composition of these typical forms also adhered to recurrent principles. The drawings reproduced normally invisible parts (for example the navel, genitals and even Karl von den Steinen’s anus), thus generating phenomena of transparency (we see the two legs of a rider on a horse, in profile). Natural proportions were not respected; for instance, the leader of the Xingu expedition was represented bigger than his lieutenant, thus reflecting the hierarchical rather than the physical reality. More strangely, the Europeans’ moustache was sometimes drawn vertically, and sometimes put on their forehead. I see this either as a problem of communication (if the Native Americans had wanted to draw eyebrows) or, following von den Steinen, a way of highlighting a particular attribute.
Karl von den Steinen explained these similarities between the drawings of children and Native American amateurs in terms of the ‘communicational’ essence of the figuration. The aim, he argued, was not to draw a nice picture, the source of aesthetic pleasure, but to convey an idea as effectively as possible. That is why only one typical picture was selected over many others, for the ease with which it could be differentiated from other typical pictures. It was therefore the easiest not only to produce but also to recognize, adopting the most complete point of view (profile, face, birds’-eye view), including the most distinctive characteristics (whether visible or not from the chosen point of view), and positioning them in the clearest and most salient way (thus ignoring the laws of perspective, and opting instead for various forms of transparency or reduction). The original figures, those of children or amateurs (in Amazonia or elsewhere), thus obeyed the psychological laws applying to all forms of communication: their aim was to be as relevant as possible by minimizing the efforts of both the transmitter and the receiver.

The weakness of von den Steinen’s arguments lay however in his starting point, for considering the children and the Native Americans free of any artistic influence was risky. They probably were, so far as the figuration was concerned, but only ‘with other things being equal’. For instance, in the stickmen drawn by the Nahuqa we see a fairly standardized form (a triangular bust) found in various
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traditional bark engravings, and that Max Schmidt was still to find in the Xingu twelve years later.

Figure 15. Traditional bark engraving, Xingu

Hence, the Native Americans’ drawings featured certain imported stylistic principles. Von den Steinen moreover regretted not to have found among the Native Americans the famous ‘mixed profile’ that Ricci had found throughout his Italian corpus: the representation of a human profile with two eyes – a typical mix of two distinct points of view. Today we know that this mixed profile was just a fad and that it disappeared soon afterwards from corpuses of children’s drawings. Hence, the conclusion that even children’s drawings were subjected to variations and that these variations had to be explained not only in relation to universal psychological laws (the causes of this fad and its disappearance nevertheless remain controversial to this day).33

Despite these nuances, Karl von den Steinen’s theory was largely taken up by the scientific community in the twentieth century. All the major studies on children’s drawings referred to his work and in particular to the conceptual distinction between schematic figuration intended for communication, and naturalist figuration seeking ‘aesthetic beauty’. We find references to von den Steinen in the founding studies of James Sully in England, of Siegfried Levinstein in Germany, of Georges Rouma in Belgium, and of Georges-Henri Luquet in France. Of these authors, Sully and Rouma understood the finesse of his theory, while Levinstein, under Lamprecht’s influence, and Luquet, under Lévy-Bruhl’s influence, sought evidence in the analogy between the children’s and the Native Americans’ drawings, of the theory that the mental development of the child was a recapitulation of societies’ cultural evolution (an evolution that was claimed to lead the children’s and the savages’ stickmen to the academic painting of civilized adults). These ideas were however outdated at the time of their publication. This is evidenced in the report that Georges Bataille devoted, in 1930, to Luquet’s book – ‘today the comparison between children and savages is a worn-out cliché’.  


More generally, through the early twentieth-century spread of various artistic avant-gardes, awareness developed that the difference between communicative drawing and naturalist drawing, between the figuration of what one thinks and that of what one sees, between ideoplastic and physioplastic representation, and between intellectual and visual realism (all of which denoted the same dichotomy), was both a universal phenomenon and a question of degree. Following Karl von den Steinen, usually explicitly, Emanuel Löwy, Max Verworn, Wilhelm Wundt, Franz Boas, Georges Bataille and Ernst Gombrich all recognized the importance of children’s drawings. Each of them showed, in their own way, that any figuration was at least partly ideoplastic, and that art that sought to create the illusion of reality was simply an exception, a borderline case in the human history and geography of modes of figuration.36

**Reverse anthropology**

Karl von den Steinen’s book and the drawings of the Xingu Native Americans therefore had a profound albeit gradually invisible influence on the psychology of development and on the history of art theory. They were also at the origin of another, less theoretical and more practical tradition. From the late nineteenth century, ethnologists sojourning in the lower lands of South America started to imitate their master by distributing sheets of paper and pencils to the Native Americans whom they met. In chronological order, and to my knowledge, there was Max Schmidt, Theodor Koch-Grüngberg, Robert Lehman-Nitsche, Fritz Krause, Erland Nordenskiöld, Wilhelm Kissenerth, Willem Ahlbrinck, Herbert Baldus, Alfred Métraux, Ana Biró de Stern and Claude Lévi-Strauss.

Very quickly, though, the theoretical value of these amateur drawings vanished; the master had essentially said everything. The fairly in-depth studies of Koch-Grünberg, of Lehman-Nitsche and of Biró de Stern went no further than that of von den Steinen.37 Yet the practice lasted and spawned a singular artistic tradition. Many ethnologists, following von den Steinen, published their own portrait drawn by the Native Americans.38 This was a way of being seen as part of a

---


clearly identifiable intellectual current, that of field ethnographers, closer to Bastian than to the historico-cultural Vienna school in ethnology. But I think that it was also a way of ‘authenticating’ their stay in Amazonia, something like today’s tourists who have themselves been photographed next to a historical building, as if to say ‘I was here’.

Max Schmidt, a student of von den Steinen, was to my knowledge the first to publish four of his portraits. They were drawn by the Bakairi when he was on his Xingu expedition in 1900.39

Figure 17. Portraits of Max Schmidt by the Bakairí

Theodor Koch-Grünberg, also a student of von den Steinen, published his portraits in 1905, in an exceptional collection of drawings by Native American amateur – Ipuriná, Bakairí, Baniwa, Baré, Káua, Siusi, Uanána, Tukáno, Tuyúka, Kobéua, Umáua – collected during two expeditions, the first in 1900 under the leadership of Herrmann Meyer, among the Xingu, and the second between 1903 and 1905 in the north-west of Amazonia. The book, The beginnings of art in the forest – a title borrowed from Ernst Grosse and also used by Max Verworn40 – contains no fewer than eleven portraits of its author.41

41 Koch-Grünberg, Anfänge der Kunst; Portuguese translation: Começos da arte; Theodor Koch-Grüberg, Die Xingu-Expedition (1898-1900). Ein Forschungstagebuch, Köln & Weimar: Böhlau Verlag, 2004, 279-85 (these field notes of Koch-Grüngberg, edited by Michael Kraus, contain copies of original Baikiri drawings, including the ethnologist’s portraits); Theodor Koch-Grüngberg, Zwei Jahre unter den Indianern: Reisen in Nordwest-Brasilien 1903-1905, Stuttgart:
Figure 18. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by an anonymous Baré

Figure 19. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Mapéu, an Ipuriná

Figure 20. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Lúchu, a Bakairí

Figure 21. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Lúchu, a Bakairí
Figure 22. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Gabriel, a Bakairi.

Figure 23. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Hyacinto, a Baré.
Figure 24. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Táru, a Siusí

Figure 25. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by an anonymous Tukáno
Figure 26. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Yeepásonea, a Tukáno

Figure 27. Portrait of Theodor Koch-Grünberg by Diaúani, a Uanána
Twenty years later, when Koch-Grünberg published the results of a new expedition undertaken in 1911 in the north of Brazil and the south of Venezuela, he included only one portrait. This can be seen as evidence that the custom was falling into disuse.\textsuperscript{42}

In the account of his 1908 expedition among the Karaja, Fritz Krause published three of his portraits. In the first, he appeared with a straw hat and in the third he was strangely portrayed with a trunk.

Figure 30. Portrait of Fritz Krause by a Karaja

Figure 31. Portrait of Fritz Krause by a Karaja

The Swede Erland Nordenskiöld, a close friend of von den Steinen, published a minimalist portrait showing nothing but his spectacles – a metonymy for the ethnologist. It was drawn in 1908 in the Chaco by a young Choroti girl called Ashlisi.44

Herbert Baldus published two of his portraits. The first had been drawn in 1928 by Belige, a young Chamacoco.45 The second, published later, had been obtained in 1935 from the Tapirapé.46

Swiss ethnologist Alfred Métraux, who probably followed Nordenskiöld’s example rather than that of von den Steinen, published a portrait drawn in 1929 by Consito, a twelve-year-old Chiriguano. This is the only ‘mixed profile’ of my corpus. Métraux described it as follows:

The author of these lines, as seen by Consito. His hat with wide wings is transformed into a US sailor’s skullcap and his spectacles, which obviously struck the Indians, are shown from the front although the author is painted in profile, his head bent backwards. The blackened parts represent his suit.
Alfred Métraux, a close friend of Georges Bataille, also reproduced the excerpt of *Primitive Art* by Franz Boas that I have cited above. He concludes this gallery of portraits on a rather disillusioned note:

To my mind, the scientific value of such drawings is low and attests to one thing only: the difficulties that the Indians have in reproducing natural objects with means that are unfamiliar to them.\(^{47}\)

The tradition had ended. Yet it had not escaped the mischievous and critical eye of Julius Lips.\(^{48}\) This German ethnologist, forced by the Nazi regime to resign because of his membership of the Social-Democratic Party, went into exile with his wife in the US. There he published a controversial book, *The Savage Hits Back* (1937), in which he set out to reconstruct the ‘savages’ point of view on the ‘Whites’. While his angle of approach was new, his argumentation was unfortunately systematically biased. Lips wanted to see all the representations of whites as fierce caricatures, ‘retaliations’ against the colonizer – which was sometimes true, but mostly wrong.


Julius Lips thus disregarded all contextualization, regularly elaborating completely fanciful interpretations. The real issue underpinning the book was actually Lips’ hatred of the White German Nazi.

The representations of Karl von den Steinen, Theodor Koch-Grünberg and Fritz Krause were therefore the focus of his attention and he was particularly amused by a portrait of the latter (the first that I reproduced — figure 30):

The Saxon explorer, Krause, seems to have appeared ridiculous even to the Indians, to judge by his portrait from the Araguaya [actually the Karaja]. What made these Indians represent him as an amphibian (note the hands and feet) is not quite clear, nor whether they intended to give him a topee or enormous donkey’s ears, eager to catch every bit of gossip.

The reader will have guessed that in the meantime Krause had become an enthusiastic member of the NSDAP.

Should we nevertheless, like Julius Lips, see all these portraits of ethnologists as ironic caricatures? There was at least one case in which that was definitely true: when the Kobéua Ualí represented Koch-Grünberg in the form of a demon with a giant phallus.49

The artist openly caricatured us, we the two Europeans, in two delightful drawings. The demon Popáli wore a goatee and a large moustache; the demon Makátxikö only the little beard, as [Otto] Schmidt does not have a moustache. Seeing these drawings, every Kobéua immediately saw the joke and broke out laughing.50

Figure 37. Caricatures of Theodor Koch-Grünberg and of Otto Schmidt by a Kobéua (Ualí)

The Native Americans must indeed have mocked their ethnologist more or less openly many times. It seems to me that the representation of Karl von den Steinen’s anus is a fairly explicit example. Their first figurations of the Whites were thus sometimes caricatures, and the phenomenon was set more broadly in the framework of the jokes that accompanied the acclimatization of the White’s face in the Amerindian mental landscape.51

Note however that the stylized attributes that singularized the Europeans appear to have become surprisingly standardized over the years: moustaches, beards and goatees, hats, pipes, clothes, shoes, spectacles and even books and pencils. According to Pierre Centlivres, the Native Americans ‘thus integrated the colonizer into an artistic and symbolic world’.52 And what they still did rather clumsily with paper and pencils, they developed far more profoundly, with the same ingredients, using their own means of expression.53 Their mythology soon included the Whites in accounts of the origins of humanity, clothes, metallic objects and books, while ritual visions enabled the shamans and prophets to explore a new horizon inhabited by Whites who taught them knowledge contained in books.54 This gallery of portraits of ethnologists should therefore be considered only as an outline of conceptions in the making, concerning the Whites and their economic, intellectual and political world.

Translated from the French by Liz Libbrecht
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